
efficient freestanding system
the Powermast tri-mast and quad freestanding systems offer stable 
access at the range and scale of traditional scaffolds, but also 
with the quick ascent ability of mast climbers.

smart design

single or twin mast configurations

removable lightweight components

Powered by electric drill

tri-mast features

Can be used with a single 6 ft platform

Work up to 52 ft indoors, 33 ft outdoors

tied or untied configurations

quad features

easy to move while assembled

maximum 80 ft working height

suitable for long platforms

fits through tight spaces

no rigging needed

Low Psi footprint

easy to store
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did you know?
reechCraft’s Powermast is 

also available in a wall-tied option! 
Visit reechcraft.com/powermast 

for more details and information!



climbing unit
the climbing unit features a gearbox 

with overload clutch, overspeed brake 

to automatically stop the platform 

in the event of overspeed, and lock 

lever. it is drill operated to eliminate 

the use of electrical components.

quick connection
Our tools-free mast connection 

saves time, allows for fast height 

adjustments, and has built-in safety 

features.

Versatile base
the base uses the same tools-free 

quick connection as the masts, and 

offers four connection locations for a 

single mast or tri-mast setup.

caster wheels
the base features four swiveling 

and lockable casters which allow the 

Powermast to easily rotate 360° to 

make any job accessible.

sturdy outriggers
the outriggers are equipped with 

fully adjustable pads to provide a 

safe, stable base, even in areas with 

uneven or rough terrain.

tri-mast tie
Quickly and easily tie masts together 

to stabilize Powermast.
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accessories + featUres

quad system

tri-mast sPeCifiCatiOns

general specifications

Platform support dimensions 
(twin)

accepts Up to 30 in.  
Wide Platform deck

minimum/maximum Platform 
Length (twin)

any Length within 1500 lbs 
system Capacity

Basket dimension (single) 2 ft x 6.5 ft

maximum Platform height (tied) 200 ft

maximum height  
(freestanding indoor)

46 ft (Platform) 
52 ft (Working)

maximum height 
(freestanding Outdoor)

27 ft (Platform) 
33 ft (Working)

maximum Load Capacity (twin) 1500 lbs (750 lbs per mast)

maximum tie spacing 10 ft

maximum Climbing speed 40 ft/min

drive system 120:1 Clutch Protected 
transmission

Operating system 0.5 in. 8 amp minimum
drill motor

required Voltage 110 VaC single Phase

safety devices Lock Lever, Overload Clutch,    
Overspeed Brake

Climbing Unit Weight 65 lbs

5 ft mast Weight 32 lbs

32 in. mast Weight 19 lbs

tie Weight 12 lbs

mast section 5 in. x 6 in. aluminum with 
galvanized steel track

mast Connection type interference Locking Cam

Base dimension 106 in. x 80 in. 

the freestanding Powermast 

Quad offers the ultimate 

versatility with a working height 

of up to 80 ft! Like every product 

in the Powermast lineup, this 

workhorse is assembled using 

our modular, lightweight, 

easy-to-use components and 

powered by a standard drill. the 

Quad can be used in single and 

twin configurations.


